Cosmic Concert
APRIL 29, 12:30 AM IST

Live with Italian pianist and composer Giovanni Renzo on April 28, 19:00 UTC. Join Giovanni Renzo live on Facebook and YouTube.

Cosmic Concert is a collection of compositions and improvisations conceived as a visual and poetic exploration of the universe. Giovanni Renzo will perform his music drawing inspiration from videos and photos made by photographers from around the world: Kathleen Horner, P.M. Heden, Kwon O Chul, Daniele Gasparri, Gary Varney, Babak Tafreshi. The final result will be a concert where music and astronomical videos will be mixed in a natural flow of music and spectacular images.

Renzo has a long-term fascination about the relationship between music and astronomy (such as star maps changing into scores or compositions based on the beat of the pulsar). Since 2010, he has been invited by Astronomers Without Borders to perform his works live during Global Astronomy Month. This online concert is one of the most successful events of the general program.